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Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a heterogeneous hematopoietic malignancy with a dismal prognosis. European Leukemi-
aNet (ELN) is crucial for tailoring AML treatment individually. Various AML models correlated survival and clinical drug re-
sponse with immune cell differentiation state by deconvoluting transcriptomics. However, few comprehensive molecular sub-
typing models integrate multi-omic pro�les for prognostic and drug response prediction. Thus, this study aimed to integrate
DNA methylation, genomics, transcriptomics and ex vivo drug sensitivity screening of AML patients and explore their roles
in facilitating AML molecular strati�cation and rede�ning prognosis.
Firstly,data on 90 patients with AML(non-promyelocytic leukemia) were retrieved from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
for consensus clustering by 10 advanced consensus clustering algorithms. The optimal three distinct subtypes, UAMOCS1,
UAMOCS2, and UAMCOS3, were identi�ed to achieve the best clustering effect. Multi-omics were orchestrated together
for UAMOCS shaping. The UAMOCS can signi�cantly distinguish overall survival (median 18 vs. 27 vs. 45 months, P= 0.0048)
among the three instinct subtypes with the integrated contribution of transcriptomic pro�les and DNAmethylation andmuta-
tion data. Also, the activity of AML-speci�c transcription factors and chromatin remodeling makers showed a diverse pattern
among the three subtypes, epigenetically contributing to UAMOCS shaping.
Next, the nearest template prediction, a model-free method, was applied to further validate this predictive model. Similar
subtyping under this model is generated robustly by imitating 50 subtype-speci�c genes and capable of identifying survival
in both the "ihCAMs-AML" (Figure 1) and GSE37642. The main validation cohort was a real-world de novo AML cohort (acute
promyelocytic leukemia excluded), "ihCAMs-AML"(N=98), aged 14-70 years, with amedian follow-up of 28 (1-55) months. The
samples were simultaneously available for methylome (N=31, 850K Methylation Chip), DNA mutation (N=96, targeted deep
sequencing), transcriptome (N=98, bulk RNA-seq), and ex vivo drug screening (N=66, 17 drugs under 100% peak plasma
concentration) pro�ling analysis.
Clinical relevance showed that traditional cytogenetic strati�cation was strongly correlated with our system. UAMOCS1, acting
as an "immune activator", is characterized by enriching of AML myelodysplasia-related (AML-MR) gene mutations (especially
RUNX1 mutation, P = 0.00839), unstable chromosome (deletions on 7q), increased abundance of immune cells with immune
escapingmarker and poor risk. UAMOCS2was de�ned as an intermediate immune burden and a "monocytic-like" phenotype
with intermediate survival, corresponding to its inclining result toward M4/M5. UAMOCS3 was an "immune desert" group
supposed to be the most favorable subset among the three groups.
The ex vivodrug screening result implied that UAMOCS also provide values in distinguishing drug response. UAMOCS1 hardly
bene�ted from commonly used chemotherapeutic drugs compared with the other two distinct subtypes. Pharmacogenomics
database GDSC (the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer) among AML cell lines was used to evaluate potential drug
targets for overcoming drug resistance. Receptor tyrosine kinase signaling inhibitors (SB505124 and EphB4) might be sensitive
to UAMOCS1.
Taken together, UAMOCS model was generated that can classify AML patients independently and help develop precise
chemotherapeutic strategy for patients with AML in the future.
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